Abstract. This paper de nes a congruence relation on Gamma programs. Based on this congruence relation, laws for transforming programs are derived. We de ne an axiomatic semantics for Gamma based on Brookes' transition assertions. The de nition of the congruence is in terms of provable satis ability of such assertions. We consider the relationship between our congruence and other orderings that have been proposed in the literature.
Introduction
In this paper we study the problem of transforming programs expressed in the Gamma programming formalism. We aim at de ning a relation between Gamma programs that captures when one program mimics another program. This relation allows us to decide when we can safely replace one program by another i.e., it gives us a means of expressing the correctness of program transformations. Gamma operates with a single data structure, the multiset, and computation proceeds by rewriting multisets of data. Gamma has proved successful in expressing a variety of algorithms including sorting and graph algorithms. The basic operation in Gamma is the rewrite operation, written (R(x); A(x)). Here R(x) is a predicate, called the reaction condition, and A(x) a function, called the action. A rewrite takes place if there is a vector x of elements from the multiset that satis es the reaction condition. In that case the elements in x are removed from the multiset and the elements A(x) added to the multiset. This process continues until no vector of elements satis es the reaction condition.
Thus, the operation (x > 1; x ? 1) would rewrite the multiset f5; 0g to f1; 0g by the computation f5; 0g where we have annotated the arrows with the substitution taking place. The computation terminates with f1; 0g since neither 1 nor 0 satisfy the reaction condition. More complex Gamma programs can be built by combining rewrite operations using the operators for sequential and parallel composition, denoted by and +. The sequential composition C 2 C 1 will execute C 1 until it can no longer react in which case C 2 takes over and executes until it can no longer react. The parallel composition C 1 + C 2 will continue executing as long as one of C 1 and C 2 can execute. If only C 1 , say, can react we let C 1 perform a rewrite and then return to check which of the C i can react next. In case both of C 1 and C 2 can react one of them is chosen in a random fashion. This non-deterministic aspect of Gamma means that the program (x > 1; 1) + (x > 1; 0) can produce either f1g or f0g from the multiset f5g, depending on which of the summands is allowed to react. Notice also how parts of a program can switch between being active and inactive during a computation. The program (even(x); x ? 1) + (odd(x); x + 1) will never terminate when applied to a non-empty multiset since each summand produces an element that will activate the other. The main goal of this paper is to de ne a notion of program re nement for Gamma programs. More formally, we want to de ne a relation, v, such that C 1 v C 2 if C 1 's behaviour would be an acceptable behaviour for C 2 . This means that it would be correct to replace C 2 by C 1 in an application. We shall de ne the relation v in such a way that it becomes a congruence relation, which means that if C 1 v C 2 holds then we can automatically deduce that C 1 can replace C 2 in any context K ], i.e., K C 1 ] v K C 2 ].
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we review the syntax and semantics of Gamma. Section 3 presents an assertion language for Gamma based on Brookes' language. In Section 4 we present a sound proof system for determining whether a program satis es an assertion. The new congruence relation is presented in Section 5 and we compare it to the relational ordering of HLS92] and the congruence of San93a] in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
2 The Syntax and Semantics of Gamma 
Transition Assertions
Hoare introduced a logic of while programs based on pre-and post-conditions. He showed how partial correctness of programs could be proved by structural induction using rules derived from the relational semantics of the language. His logic was compositional in the sense that the meaning of a syntactic construct was de ned in terms of its constituents. See the overview by Cousot Cou90] for more on Hoare logics. Extending Hoare logic to parallel languages has proved di cult and generally requires abandoning compositionality by introducing auxiliary variables or requiring interference freedom. In contrast, Brookes Bro92] has de ned an axiomatic framework in which compositionality is preserved. Rather than basing the axiomatic de nition on the relational semantics, Brookes argues that the transition system de ning the operational semantics should be used as basis for reasoning about programs. Instead of asserting pre-and post-conditions of a command, in Brookes' logic one writes pre-and post-conditions for each transition. This re ects the fact that what holds after one command has been executed does not necessarily hold before the next command is executed since another process could have changed the state in-between. In the paragraphs which follow we present the variant of Brookes' logic we will need in the next section to give the semantics of Gamma.
Syntax and Semantics
Transition assertions have the following syntax:
recursion where P and P i range over predicates on a multiset expressed in ordinary predicate calculus and i are atomic actions. We write M j = P if the multiset M satis es the condition P. This de nition di ers from that used by Brookes in two respects. First, Brookes distinguishes termination from deadlock and for this he requires two forms of terminal assertions. In Gamma, deadlock is not a possibility and we need only one. Brookes also de nes conjunction for transition assertions which we have chosen to omit. When a program C satis es a (closed) assertion we write C sat
We now de ne validity for such formulae. Validity of a branching assertion is de ned by appealing to the operational semantics. C sat P P n i=1 i P i i is valid if, when a multiset satis es the condition P, then f i g n i=1 is the set of possible actions and each transition i leads to a multiset satisfying P i and a (possibly modi ed) program satisfying i . More formally, j = C sat P 
Composing Assertions
We now introduce two operations for composing transition assertions and . The rst, written k , yields an assertion which is satis ed by the parallel composition of two programs satisfying and respectively. First, we de ne the auxiliary operator : TA ! Pred }(Lab Pred TA) which maps a transition assertion to all the assertions to which it can evolve in a single transition.
(P P n i=1 i P i i ) = (P; f( i ; P i ; i ) j 1 i ng) (P ) = (P; ;)
The parallel composition k of two formulae is de ned to be a recursive assertion obtained by interleaving transitions from and . Both and are unfolded as needed (by ). An environment, , which maps formulae to metavariables, is used to prevent in nite unfoldings.
( k ) = where (P; T ) = , (Q; T ) = and is a new meta-variable not appearing in or . We conclude our discussion of the parallel composition operator for transition assertions by relating it to Gamma's parallel composition operator. Theorem 1. If C 1 sat and C 2 sat then C 1 + C 2 sat k .
Proof. The proof is by induction over the structure of transition assertions. We will consider only the case where and are branching assertions. Let = P P n i=1 i P i i and = Q P m j=1 j Q j j . Now suppose there is a multiset M such that M j = (P^Q). Therefore M j = P and since C 1 sat , by the de nition of sat, there exists a transition i such that (C; M) i !(C i ; M i ), M i j = P i and C i sat i . Note that the same transition is possible in k . What remains to be shown is that C i sat ( i k ) which we can get by a second induction over paths in assertion trees.
The second operator de ned by Brookes is for the sequential composition of transition assertions. Intuitively the sequential composition ; replaces the terminal assertions in the assertion tree for with a copy of . Like the parallel operator, sequential composition is de ned recursively over the various combinations of and which we list below. P ; (Q P m j=1 j Q i j ) = (P^Q)( P m j=1 j Q j j ) (P P n i=1 i P i i ); = P P n i=1 i P i ( i ; ) P ; Q = (P^Q) ( : ); = :( ; ) P ; ( : ) = P ; : = ] ; = a bound meta-variable
As with parallel composition, we relate the sequential composition operator for transition assertions with the corresponding Gamma operator.
Theorem 2. If C 1 sat and C 2 sat then C 1 C 2 sat ; .
Implication
Finally, still following Brookes, we introduce implication, ) for transition assertions. The intuition is that for all programs C, if C sat then C sat .
This permits strengthening pre-conditions and/or weakening post-conditions. It is de ned in terms of the other operators and in terms of standard implication in the predicate calculus.
Finally, we introduce the following inference rule:
) ` ) ) :
4 The Proof System
The formulation of the proof system for the satisfaction relation sat assumes that we are given a formal system for reasoning about multisets and substitutions on multisets. We shall not address the issue of how to construct such a system but just assume that we can prove assertions of the form fPg A(x)=x fQg C sat C1 sat C2 sat C1 + C2 sat k C1 sat C2 sat C1 C2 sat ;
Fig.2. Proof System for Gamma
The soundness of the two rules for rewrites, (R; A), follows from the operational semantics. Soundness of the rules for parallel and sequential composition follows from theorems 1 and 2 respectively.
A Pre-Congruence
In this section we de ne two orderings on Gamma programs: one derived from the operational semantics and one based on the axiomatic semantics of transition traces. The former will provide a de nition of what it means for a program to be a \correct" implementation of another program, i.e., when we can replace one program by another without changing their behaviour observed from an external viewpoint. The latter relation will be contained in the former relation and thus still convey correct information about when a program implements another but it will not record all correct implementations. In return for this loss of precision we get that the relation is a pre-congruence which means that the relation can be used to transform programs in a modular fashion. We discuss the importance of congruence relations rst. The task of optimising a program is eased considerably if the optimisation can be done by optimising a small part of the program which may then be inserted into the original program to obtain an optimised version of the program. In order to formalise this notion we de ne contexts to be programs with holes in them. The hole is where the component will be inserted. De nition5. The satisfaction ordering, v S C C is given by C 1 v S C 2 () 8 :`C 1 sat )`C 2 sat Theorem6. The relation v S is a pre-congruence.
Proof. Structural induction on contexts. Let K ] be a context. We have to check that under the assumption P 1 v S P 2 and`K P 1 ] sat ' we can provè K P 2 ] sat '. This is done by simultaneous induction on the structure of K ] and the depth of the proof tree verifying`K P 1 ] sat '. C 1 = hx; yi ! hx + yi C 2 = hxi ! hx ? 1; 1i ( x > 1 C 3 = hxi ! hx + 1i ( x < 10 We have that C 1 C 2 v R C 1 (in fact C 1 C 2 R C 1 ) but (C 1 C 2 ) + C 3 6 v R C 1 + C 3 since in the latter, the left hand side can diverge but the right hand side cannot. As already stated the relational ordering provides the basis for a fairly standard notion of \correct" implementation. Since we conjecture that our congruence is stronger than the relational ordering, P v S Q implies that P is a correct implementation of Q. Our programme is to develop an algebra of programs, based on v S and the derived equivalence S , that can be used as a basis for program transformation. This was also the main goal of HLS92, San93a]. As an example, we consider one of the laws from HLS92]: the commutativity of +. First we need a simple lemma, the proof of which follows directly from the de nition of the operator k.
Lemma 7. Interleaving of transition assertions (i.e. the operator k) is:
Proposition8. P + Q S Q + P Proof. The relation P + Q v S Q + P is proved by induction over the structure of the proof of (P +Q) sat . The only interesting case is the rule (+) where we use the lemma. The relation Q + P v S P + Q is established in a similar way.
Other properties, such as associativity of + and , are easily veri ed in the same way. We close this section with a slightly more interesting example from HLS92]. This law states that a program composed in parallel with itself is correctly implemented by a single instance of the program.
Proposition9. P v S P + P Proof. We have`P sat )`P + P sat k . The idempotency of k, lemma 7(c), implies`P + P sat .
6 Related approaches Given this we can construct a transition assertion k that records these transitions. The k can be constructed so that`C 1 sat 1 ; : : :; n . From the assumption we then get that`C 2 sat 1 ; : : :; n from which we can conclude that (M 0 ; N 0 ); : : :; (M n ; N n ) is a trace of C 2 , i.e., the set of traces of C 1 are included in the set of traces of C 2 .
To see that v T 6 v S , consider the following two Gamma programs: C 1 = hxi ! hx; xi C 2 = hxi ! hx + 1i
Neither program terminates and thus they cannot be distinguished by their transition traces but they are distinguished by the satisfaction ordering (for example by the transition assertion that states that all elements in the multiset are equal). There appears to be some empirical evidence that stronger congruences such as v S are easier to check automatically. An interesting research problem is to modify the language of transition assertions and to investigate the e ect of this on the congruence and its relationship to v T .
Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrated how an axiomatic semantics for Gamma based on transition assertions induces a relation on programs that allows us to speak about when one program approximates another. This relation can therefore be used to validate laws for program transformation. We showed that the relation forms a pre-congruence for Gamma programs which has the important consequence that program transformation can be done locally. Unlike other congruences proposed in the literature, our relation can distinguish between nonterminating programs. This means that there are laws veri able by the other relations that we cannot prove but it also means that our relation will be potentially applicable to reactive systems and other systems where non-terminating computations are the norm.
